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Sammanfattning
Lastbilar körandes i nordiska vinterförhållanden riskerar att strålkastare, och andra lyktor blir
täckta utav is. Detta hindrar ljuset från att skina på vägen, något som måste åtgärdas manuellt
utav föraren. Tidigare har problemet varit löst genom den extra värme som strålas från
glödlamporna i lyktorna men i och med övergången till LED har detta problem vuxit.
Strålkastarna är nu i behov av en lösning som kan ta bort, samt förhindra att ny, snö och is från
linserna.
Detta examensarbete, som utfördes på Scania CV, Södertälje, undersöker
kontrollmetoder för en termisk avisnings lösning. Projektets huvuduppgift har varit att utveckla
och använda en simuleringsmodell för avisnings processen. Modellen används sedan för att
jämföra två stycken kontrollmetoder för avisningen och för att förhindra att ny is bildas.
För att hitta en lämplig termisk avisningslösning undersöktes de tre alternativen för
värmetransport i material. En potentiell lösning för varje alternativ jämfördes sedan med
varandra. Den bästa lösning var den som använder värmeledning i form utav värmeslingor i
linsen. Denna lösning låter värmaren vara nära isen och använder sig av den effektivaste
transportalternativet. Värmaren inkluderas i simuleringsmodellen om beskriver värmetransporten
i en lins täckt med is.
Två kontrollmetoder valdes sedan baserat på en litteraturstudie inom området. Studien
resulterade i två hybrid controllers, en som använder sig utav gain-scheduling och en andra som
använder sig utav en smith-prediktor. Både metoder implementerades i simuleringsmodellen och
deras prestanda jämfördes. Hybrid controllern med smith-prediktorn fanns vara den metod som
presterade bäst, då den var både snabbare samt hade mindre översläng. Metoden visade sig dock
vara känsligare mot störningar på återkopplingen.
Kontrollmetoden med smith prediktorn är den som rekommenderas för användning i vidare
arbete med den avisnings lösning. Ett första steg innan implementering med hårdvara föreslås
vara jobb på ett filter för återkopplingen.
Nyckelord
av-isning, kontrollmetoder, LED, simulering
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Abstract
It has been discovered that trucks driving in Nordic winter conditions run the risk of the
headlights, and other lights, getting covered in ice and snow. This prevents the lights from
illuminating he roads. It has previously been solved by excess heat from the light bulbs, with the
recent change to LED lights this problem has escalated. The headlights are now in need of a deicing system capable of removing ice and snow, as well as preventing it from building up on the
lenses.
This thesis project carried out at Scania CV, Södertälje, deals with the controlling method for a
thermal de-icing solution. The main task of the project was the development and use of
simulation model for a chosen heater solution. On this model two developed control methods
were compared.
In order to find a suitable thermal solution, the three different modes of heat transport were
investigated and a solution for each mode was compared against each other. The best solution
found was resistance wires molded into the lens, this due to being near the ice and having the
most efficient mode of transfer. This solution was incorporated into a simulation model, that
described the heat transfer process of a lens covered in ice.
Two control methods were chosen based of a literature research, a hybrid controller using gain
scheduling and a second hybrid controller using a smith predictor. These were implemented into
the simulation model and their performance compared. The smith predictor had the better
performance out of the two, being generally faster and has less overshoot. The method does have
problems with feedback disturbances, requiring filters in real life implementations.
The control method using smith prediction is the one recommended for future work on this
project. Before implementation on hardware work needs to be done regarding filtering.
Key-words
Deicing, control method, LED, simulation
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1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter aims to give an introduction to the master thesis project, its problem statement and
scope. Further it aims to describe the method that has been used.

1.1 Background
In recent years more and more alternatives to the commonly used halogen light bulb have risen
in the transportation industry. One of the main contenders is an LED-headlight alternative,
offering lower power consumption and an improved light picture. These headlights use a panel
of LED´s compared to the single bulb used in halogen headlights. They also show promise
concerning solutions for better night driving, such as adaptive high beam, dynamic bending and
motor way beam. For LEDs this is more a challenge regarding software that determines what
LEDs to brighten or dim depending on function. For bulb lights it is more a mechanical problem
where the light needs to be split or blocked in certain sections instead. LED´s are therefore
predicted to take over as the leading light source. These alternatives are already starting to
become available on the market (Neumann, 2012).
A problem for trucks operating in Nordic conditions, cold climates and snowfall, is for snow and
ice accumulating on the lens surface of all lights at the prow of the truck. The snow and ice
hindered the light from headlight from shining on the road, requiring the drivers to stop and clear
the lenses, see Figure 1 Snow covered front of truck, covered lights circled in redFigure 1.

Figure 1 Snow covered front of truck, covered lights circled in red (Tungt.no, 2017)
The problem does not occur if the truck has halogen headlights. The cause is that while the
LED´s consume less power, they thereby also generate less heat and the entire headlight module
is therefore colder than it was with the halogen headlights (Rammohan & Ramsh, 2017). The
heat generated by the halogen bulbs was enough to keep snow and ice from accumulating on the
lens surface. As that is not the case for LED´s a new system is needed that removes snow and ice
from the lens and keep it from accumulating again.
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Solutions for this problem exist, they range from actuators that vibrate the lens at ultrasonic
frequencies, to break the ice from the lens, to heaters that can be turned on and melt away snow
and ice. Common for nearly all solutions is that they could be improved by better controlling
methods that can react appropriately to environmental conditions to make the removal fast and
efficient.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this project is to decide what controller method is best for controlling the deicing of the headlight lens. The de-icing solution that will be controlled is de-icing by means of a
heater. The work is done through literature studies, development and use of a simulation model
and a laboratory test. There are three main objectives of this project, order indicates the order
their handled:
-

Identify the which type of heater solution is most suitable to use in a headlight
Develop a simulation model of the de-icing process on the headlight lens
Evaluate which controller method is the most suitable to use for the de-icing solution

These objectives allow for the answering of the research questions:
1. What is the best controller method for controlling a heater in the headlight?
1.1 What kind of heater is suitable to use in a headlight?
1.2 What are the energy requirements for melting the ice?
The results of this master thesis project are to serve as input for future prototype design and
development on de-icing solutions.

1.3 Delimitations
-

This thesis is limited to the development and use of simulation model of the de-icing process.

-

The simulation model will be done using Simulink, where the de-icing process of the LED
headlight will be modelled.

-

The de-icing solutions considered in this project will be those utilizing heat to melt ice on the
lens.

-

From the literature study only two control methods will be chosen and evaluated in the
simulation model.
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-

1.4 Method
Engineering
A case study will be performed on a LED headlight with a chosen heating solution for de-icing.
First a literature study is conducted regarding heater solutions, thermodynamics and potential
control methods. For the heater solutions previous thesis work lays the foundation and potential
solutions from it are expanded further upon. This enables answering of research question 1.1.
The thermodynamics part investigates how to model the heat transfer from heater to ice layer, the
melting process of ice and how to model it, answering research question 1.2. The final part of the
literature study is to investigate potential candidates for control methods to use in the
simulations. The outcome of this literature study should provide a clear picture of what heater
solution and what control methods should be included in the simulation model and how to best
model it.
The results of the literature study allow for the design and development of the simulation model
and control methods. These are done in Simulink, where first the simulation model for the deicing process of the headlight lens is made. Once the simulation model is designed, the focus
shifts to the design of the control methods and their implementation into the simulation model.
With design and development of simulation model and control methods finished, the simulations
of these can be made. The simulations are performed for predetermined conditions and scenarios,
the results are then analyzed. A final evaluation is then done based of the analysis, where the two
control methods are compared and one of them recommended for use in future works.

Scientific
A case study using simulations will be performed on the headlight with a heater chosen from a
literature and market study. To answer the research questions 1.1 and 1.2 literature studies are
first conducted. The literature study will yield the most promising heater solution, the required
energy to melt the ice on the lens and theory for how to model heat transfer. This will lay the
foundation for the development of the simulation model. Were the heat transfer from heater to
ice layer will be modelled using Simulink. The simulation model will then be verified with a test,
were simulation and test will be compared.
Focus will then be on developing the controller methods from the literature study, these will be
developed to fulfil requirements from the literature study. With the two different controllers
added to the simulation model. The simulation data from each of the controllers will then be used
to decide which controller should be used in a possible integration. This is done using
quantitative data in the form of graphs displaying the temperature and heat in the lens, from these
it can be concluded which controller method has performed better. By looking at the time it takes
to heat the ice to 0° Celsius, melting time, settling time and overshoot. The results can then be
used as input data for future prototype development.
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Previous work
This study is based on previous work done in the field, by Anders Jansson, who investigated the
problem in his thesis work “Deicing and ice prevention of Automotive Headlamps and
Taillamps” (Jansson, 2014). In his work the de-icing performance of different headlights were
investigated, and literature study made on possible de-icing methods. In the thesis a test method
for measuring de-icing performance was developed, which is also used in this thesis.

1.5 Ethics and Sustainability
In this project a literature study is performed, therefore it is need of proper citing of sources, so
that credit is given were due and also to provide a path for readers to follow up against. Further
in the simulation part a lot of simulation data is not displayed in the main body of the thesis, but
instead added in the appendix. This is done to provide the full data available to the too reader
and for him or her to draw their own conclusions should the choose.
A test is also performed were participants were made of potential dangers beforehand and clear
plan of action in case of emergency. The test is also performed with personnel experienced in
handling the equipment used.
The project has the potential to improve safety by preventing frost and fog build up on the
headlights. This while also working as efficiently as possible by optimizing the controller to
work better in different scenarios. Ethically it can cause a lapse in safety if it is relied too heavily
upon at during start up procedures for the truck, where the driver still should make sure that the
lights are all cleared before driving.
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE
This section describes the literature study made into thermodynamics of heat transmission, state
of the art regarding de-icing in transportation industry and control methods.

2.1 Heat Transmission
From the inside of the headlamp heat needs to be transferred from the interior of the headlamp to
the exterior. Specifically, to the outer surface of headlight-lens. This heat can be transferred in
three different ways, conduction, convection and radiation (Ekroth & Granryd, 2006).

Conduction
Heat transfer via conduction happens when there is a difference in temperature between two
sides of a solid. The typical example is each side of a wall, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 Heat transfer through a wall
When the temperature is higher on one side of the wall heat transferred until it reaches a steady
state. This equilibrium is reached when the amount transferred into the wall is the same as the
amount transferred out. The rate of heat transfer is set by Fourier´s law of heat flux. A onedimensional plane wall with a temperature distribution T(x), as seen in Figure 2. The heat
transfer orthogonal to the area is then given by equation 1 (Ekroth & Granryd, 2006).
𝑞𝑥′′ = −𝑘 ∙

𝑑𝑇
[𝑊/𝑚2 ]
𝑑𝑥

(1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the material. The heat flux is thereby proportional to the
temperature gradient dT/dx in this direction. This gradient is linear under steady state conditions,
so equation 1 can be reformulated to equation 2.
𝑇2 − 𝑇1
𝑇1 − 𝑇2
∆𝑇 𝑊
(2)
𝑞𝑥′′ = −𝑘 ∙
=𝑘∙
=𝑘∙
[ 2]
𝐿
𝐿
𝐿 𝑚
Thereby the heat flux through a wall is then the product of the heat flux in the wall and the wall
area. See equation 3
(3)
𝑄̇𝑥 = 𝑞𝑥′′ ∙ 𝐴[𝑊]
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Convection
Transfer via convection happens between a boundary surface and its surrounding medium, most
commonly it is between a solid surface and gas or liquid surrounding medium. A temperature
difference is required between the surface and its surroundings. When the difference is present
the convective transfer is done either via natural- or forced- convection (Cengel & A., 2004).
Natural Convection
Natural convection occurs when the surrounding medium is standing still, and any circulation of
the medium is caused by density difference in it. This occurs without any outside force causing
motions in the medium.
Forced Convection
Forced convection occurs when the surrounding medium is moved, by for example a fan or wind
force from a moving truck, forcing the circulation over the boundary surface, see Figure 3.

Figure 3 Forced convection over a hot surface
Regardless of which type of convection occurs the transfer rate equation is, according to (Cengel
& A., 2004), given by the same equation, see equation (4).
𝑞 ′′ = ℎ(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇∞ )[𝑊/𝑚2 ]

(4)

Where the convective heat flux 𝑞 ′′ , is proportional to the temperature difference between surface
and surrounding medium. This expression is known as Newtons law of cooling. The
proportionality factor ℎ𝑡𝑐 , is the convective heat transfer coefficient, it is dependent on the
conditions between surface and medium. The heat flux through a wall is thereby given by
equation (5) (Cengel & A., 2004).
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 𝐴 ∙ ℎ𝑡𝑐 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇∞ )[𝑊]
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(5)

Radiation
The last form of heat transfer is thermal radiation. Heat is emitted in the form of electromagnetic
waves, it is attributed to the thermal motions of charged particles in matters. This form of
transfer does not require any form of transportation medium, as is the case with conduction and
convection. Radiation is instead transmitted at light speed unattenuated in a vacuum. All matter
radiate while there temperature is above the absolute zero. Thermal radiation is the intermediate
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, with wavelengths at 0.1 to 100 µm (Ekroth & Granryd,
2006).
Blackbody radiation
The amount heat radiated by a body is very dependent on its absolute temperature, material
properties do weigh in however, (Cengel & A., 2004). The largest amount that can be radiated is
by a black surface area. The radiated heat is then given by Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, see equation
(6).
(6)
Φ𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝜎 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑇 4 [𝑊]
where 𝜎 = 5.67 ∙ 10−8, is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant, 𝐴 the surface area and 𝑇 the absolute
temperature of the surface.
Equation (6) gives the heat flux if the body is completely black, that is seldom the case therefore
Blackbody radiation is converted into graybody radiation, that takes into account how “black” a
body is.
Graybody radiation
This form of radiation is the thermal radiation emitted by bodies that are not black. It is
formulated similar to Blackbody radiation but with an added factor representing the relation
between radiation from the real surface and a corresponding black surface. (Cengel & A., 2004)
and (Ekroth & Granryd, 2006) state that greybody radiation is given by equation 7
Φ𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 = 𝜀 ∙ 𝜎 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑇 4 [𝑊]

(7)

where ε is the emissivity of the material. The heat radiation from surface to the environment is
then given by equation 8
𝑄̇𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜀 ∙ 𝜎 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ (𝑇𝑠4 − 𝑇∞4 ) [W]

(8)

where 𝑇𝑠 , is the surface temperature of the radiating body and 𝑇∞ , the ambient temperature.

Thermal resistance
An electrical analogy is often used when it comes to heat transfer as it allows for easier depiction
of the problem and thereby also a more intuitive feel for the effectiveness of the different modes
of transfer. (Cengel & A., 2004) formulate a corresponding resistance to each of the modes, these
are given by equations 9-11.
1

∆𝑥
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. 𝑘 ∙ 𝐴
1
1
=
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣. ℎ𝑡𝑐 ∙ 𝐴
1
1
=
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑. 𝜎 ∙ 𝜀 ∙ 𝐴
=
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(9)
(10)
(11)

For all of these we can now form a general equation for the energy transferred through the
resistance, given by equation 12.
𝑄̇ =

1
∙ ∆𝑇
𝑅

(12)

where ∆𝑇, is the temperature difference. The resistances are dependent on surface area of the
lens, while the conductive resistance is the only one dependent on the material of the lens,
convection is dependent on the ℎ𝑡𝑐 value primarily, which in turn mainly depends on the air
speed over the surface. The radiation resistance is constant as neither ε nor σ change. The
thermal resistances for the lens material, polycarbonate, is given in Table 1. Noteworthy is that
radiative resistance is for the temperature difference to the power of four.
Table 1 Thermal resistances of the LED-Lens at 0m/s
1

5.152

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑.
1
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣.
1
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑.

0.519
5.693∙ 10−9

2.2 De-icing in transportation vehicles
In the automotive transport industry, a problem has arisen due to the introduction LED
headlights. The LED´s are more efficient than traditionally used halogen lights in terms of
power. The reduced consumption lowers the headlights heat output and in turn the entire
headlamp operates at a lower temperature (Rammohan & Ramsh, 2017). This leads the
formation of frost and ice on the headlight lens, which in turn lowers the light emission onto the
road.
The problem of ice build-up is not isolated to the automotive part of the transportation industry
but is something that occurs in aviation and railway as well. The aviation industry fights against
ice build-up on the wings, which can impede performance and the railway industry has to
combat ice build-up on the power rails along the railways (Dawson & Medhat, 2000) (IUR,
2015).
All of these industries have ways to combat the build-up ranging from heaters on the wings to
spraying chemicals on the affected parts that prevent build up (TDG, 2009) (LNT, 2018).

De-icing and Anti-icing
The solutions to prevent or reduce ice build-up is in general divided into two categories, de-icing
and anti-icing. De-icing consist of solutions that are activated to actively remove the ice by
mechanical, thermal or electrical means. Anti-icing consists of the chemical solutions that are
used to reduce the build-up of ice, common for all of them is that they cannot remove built up ice
and cannot prevent the build-up of ice completely (Jansson, 2014).
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Thermal de-icing
The basic principal of all the thermal solutions is to melt away the ice. These solutions are bound
to a sensor that detect low temperature, which in turn triggers the de-icing process. The solutions
are frequently bound to a timer that activates the solution after a first given time and then
deactivates it again after a second given time (Thermasync, 2014). These solutions do not
directly facilitate the removing of the meltwater, that is handled by either wind force, gravity or
in some cases a second system for removal.
Thermal solutions have drawbacks when it comes to time and power-efficiency. To change the
inner temperature of materials is a slow process. The material to be heated has losses to the
surrounding environment and the material itself isn´t always a good conductor of heat (Lab,
2016). However given a heater that has the capacity to deliver enough heat to warm up the body
sufficiently, overcoming surrounding conditions, the results are good (Aroussi, et al., 2002).
Given these drawbacks there are different ways of approaching thermal de-icing. Electronic
pulse heating can be used to only heat the contact surface with short pulses of heat (Petrenko, et
al., 2011). The heating will melt a bit of ice, creating a water film on which the ice can slide. At
this stage the removal of the ice can be done using either and added system or relying on for
example wind speed to blow it off.

Heater types
An important part of these solutions is the heating element, the source of the added heat. These
sources can vary between the solutions, some use electric heaters while others blow hot air with
a fan while some utilize heat pipes. The more common solution is the electric heater, where
voltage is applied to an electrically conductive material and the resulting heat losses over the
load is used to heat the body (Jansson, 2014).
Conductive heaters
Heaters used to de-ice, for example the back window of car are commonly conductive heaters,
see Figure 4. These heaters mainly use conduction to transfer heat. The main impediment for
these heaters is the material they have conduct through. In the general case this is the most direct
way to de-ice a surface. A conductive heater can be placed on top of the surface the ice
accumulates on, thereby removing to transfer through the lens material. This usually exposes the
heaters to other kinds of risks, such as wear from weather and dirt.

Figure 4 Conductive heater on the rearwindow of a car
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The conductive heaters can be divided into two categories, resistance wires and resistive
surfaces. Wires are more common, where they are attached to a surface using adhesive or welded
into the material to be heated if possible. Resistive surfaces are covered in electrically conductive
material, with electrodes at opposite ends. The benefit with these surfaces is that the heating will
be more uniform as the resistor convers a larger area, compared to the relatively small surface of
resistance wires (Wang, et al., 2014) (Gbordzoe, et al., 2013).
As electricity flows through the wire, electric power is converted into heat that is dissipated to its
environment. The main risk here is that the wire will become too hot, thereby damaging any
solid material it is in contact with. The damage is dependent on the materials.
A conductive heater can potentially be controlled via the voltage applied over it. This would in
turn regulate the amount of heat it dissipates to its surroundings. The higher the electric power in
the heater, the higher heat dissipation to the environment. This in turn can be simulated as the
conversion of electric power to heat in this case is 1:1, as the only load in the circuit is only the
resistance.
The optimal placing of both these heaters would be on the lens of the headlight. This will
however affect the light, reducing the amount of light that passes through the lens and onto the
road. Care must be taken regarding the spacing of the wires or the translucency of the resistive
surface heater. These are not allowed to reduce the light too much as the headlight thereby
becomes inoperable (Aroussi, et al., 2002).
Convective heaters
When defrosting or de-icing the windshield of a car, typically hot air is blown onto the inside
surface of the glass. The hot air will thereby heat up the windshield. The heat is transferred
convectively to the glass and then conductively through the glass (Mechanic, 2018).
These types of heaters consist of two parts, one part heating the air or circulated medium and
another that facilitates the circulation. Commonly a resistance heater is used to heat the
circulated medium, the circulator varies depending on the medium. For air a fan is commonly
used, while for liquid mediums pumps are used (Cengel & A., 2004). For the case of a truck
headlight, air would be used as the heating medium. This would require a fan to move the air
inside the headlight, along with space for a heater.
The heating process would then begin at the heater, the heated air is then moved by the fan to the
lens. Resulting in an extra step in the heat transfer, the heating of the air, which has a low
thermal conductance, as it is commonly used as an insulator in for example buildings, were air
pockets are wanted (Knauf, 2015) (Aerolam, 2012). Thereby making it slower than a purely
conductive heater.
The convective heater has the benefit that it doesn’t affect the light emitted by the headlight. As
long as there is an open path for the air to be moved to the lens, it can be placed virtually
anywhere. The distance will have an impact as it varies non-linearly with the distance to the
object (Gnyrya, et al., 2015). Further the moving part in the form of a fan will be susceptible to
vibration which is one of the biggest limiting factors in the truck.
Controlling this type of heater can be done in varying ways, by either regulating fan speed or
heater temperature or a combination of both. A way would be to use a heater with a Positive
Heating Coefficient (PTC) and regulate the fan speed. The PTC increases the resistance in the
heater, thereby reducing its electrical power and heat dissipation. The fan could then be
regulating how much air is moved onto the lens.
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Radiant Heaters
The heating of outdoor areas is commonly done by radiant heaters. These are heaters that mainly
heat by radiation in the infrared (IR) spectrum. In the heater a heating element is acting as the
wave emitter. This element needs to be kept at a certain temperature in order to emit the IRwaves. The temperature is dependent on the absorbing material, since the peak absorption differs
from material to material, and thereby also the temperature needed to achieve the correct
wavelength. If this can be achieved though radiant heaters have a high efficiency as the transport
through the air from radiation source to the receiver is lossless. (ASHRAE, 2016)
These types of heaters can be controlled in the same manner as a conductive heater, as these are
also resistive loads. Voltage is applied over it and heat dissipates from it, here however
wavelength and corresponding temperature are considered as well.
The risk of overheating the lens is relatively small, however if maximum efficiency in radiation
is wanted a very high temperature is needed in the heater. Implementation would then require the
introduction of a very hot object in a confined area. The surrounding material has relatively low
melting points as it is mostly plastic. These type of heating elements are also susceptible to
vibrations not as much as a fan or other moving parts, but higher than for example the overmolded wires. Due to the vibrations and the high temperatures, a metal structure is likely needed
to fasten the radiators on, thereby increasing the weight of the headlight module. The impact on
the light emitted from the headlight however is low, as the heaters can be placed where they do
not hinder any light. Thereby light losses can be kept at a minimum or avoided completely.
The de-icing speed of these heaters can be fast, but as mentioned before it requires high
temperatures. For the absorption to be optimal the IR wavelength needs to be at roughly 1650
nm, see Figure 5, so that the maximum amount of energy is absorbed. The needed temperature,
to reach peak energy, on the radiator can then be calculated via Wien´s Law in equation 13.
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑏
𝑇

(13)

where 𝑏 is Wien´s displacement constant, 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 the peak wavelength and 𝑇 the absolute
temperature in Kelvin. For a wave length of 1650 nm a temperature of 1756 K is needed. A
temperature this high is unwanted and problematic in a confined space such as inside the
headlight module. Going for lower temperatures will reduce the amount of energy that can be
absorbed by the lens.
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Figure 5 Spectral transmission of the lens material at different thicknesses

2.3 Control methods for heaters
As this project is to investigate possible control methods for de-icing using a heater, it is
therefore of interest to look at what methods have been used and are used today. When it comes
to specifically de-ice most variants run on either keeping the heater at a set temperature for a set
time (Wang, et al., 2013), or in the case of a car’s windshield defroster the it is kept constant
until the user switches it off (Lifewire, 2018). Heaters not used for specifically for de-icing have
been regulating using PID controllers with good results (Salazar & Méndez, 2014) (Davis, et al.,
2010) (Yang, et al., 2016). These give good results when the system has a fairly quick response
time combined with operating conditions that do not vary much in terms system loads. In the
case of the large load variation, gain scheduling has been used to accommodate for these
scenarios (Àlvarez de Miguel, et al., 2017), were the parameters of the PID-controller are
switched based on either external parameter. These are usually measuring change in an ambient
factor or the varying load directly and depending on these switches the controller gains.
The system in this project, the headlight lens with a heater, also has a considerable time delay, as
the lens material has low thermal conductivity. This delay could affect the control performance
negatively as the disturbances and controller action will affect the measured variable later. A
way to compensate for this using a PID-controller would be to lower the controller gains thereby
slowing down controller reaction to changes. A different approach is using a smith predictor to
compensate for controller delays (Glad & Ljung, 2015). A system with such a predictor can be
seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Block diagram of a controller with smith predictor
This kind of predictor uses an internal model of the plant, without delay 𝐺𝑚 (𝑠) and with delay
𝐺𝑚 (𝑠)𝑒 −𝑠𝐿𝑚 . These models are then given the same control signal as the actual plant.
The internal models can thereby compensate for the delay by affecting the error feedback before
it is read by the controller 𝐺𝑐 (𝑠) as can be seen in Figure 6. The regulator transfer function is
thereby given as equation 14.
𝑢=

𝐺𝑐
1 + (1 − 𝑒 −𝑠𝐿𝑚 )𝐺𝑐 𝐺𝑚

(14)

Hu applied this kind of predictor on a metal heating process, thereby increasing the performance
of the conventional PID regulator used (Hu, 2011).
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3 HEATER CHOICE
In this chapter the choice of heater is covered, the method used for the evaluation, what
characteristics were looked at. Further study is also made of the chosen heater type.

3.1 Heater evaluation
To decide which heater is most appropriate to use in a headlight, an attribute matrix was used to
compare the different heaters against each other. In the matrix characteristics such as mode of
transfer, number of modes, size, number of parts and more are compared against each other
solution by solution. The heater types with the highest score will be the one used in the
simulation model and recommended to use in a prototype.

Characteristics
The evaluation characteristics were chosen to consider controllability, simulation possibilities,
risks when using the heater and impact on other areas in the headlamp.
Control of switching
When analyzing this characteristic, the possibilities of how to control them were investigated.
Radiative heaters however need to be kept within a certain temperature range to be able to fast
and effectively heat the lens, going outside of this band drastically reduces the speed and
efficiency. The reduction comes from entering temperatures where the peak wavelength is in the
spectrum of where polycarbonate has high transmission, thereby not absorbing the energy merely
letting it pass. Convective heaters are quite flexible when it comes to control. In particular
heaters with forced convection, using a fan, where control of both fan and air heater allow for
easy adjustment of heat delivered. Conductive heaters are less flexible than the convective
heaters but more so than the radiative. The heater has no specific range in which it needs to
operate unlike the radiative heaters but lacks the flexibility of the convective heaters.
Transfer Mode
The transfer mode needs to be evaluated, the three different forms all have their advantages and
disadvantages. Here specifically their thermal resistance is considered, were conduction has a
constant resistance, while the other resistances are dependent on other factors such as
temperature and or windspeed. Giving conductive heaters the highest score in this category,
while radiative and convective heaters receive lower scores, due to their extra dependencies.
Simulation
At this criteria accuracy of simulation is investigated, radiation and convection as their equations
are more inaccurate in transient conditions compared to conduction. Conductive heaters are
easier to model due to them being uninfluenced by variables other than temperature difference,
giving them a high score. Radiative heaters are on par with conductive heaters when it comes to
simulation, problem with radiative ones is the spread, how much of the target area is affected by
the radiation. For convective heaters the largest problem is the flow conditions, whether there is
laminar or turbulent flow.
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Risk of overheating
The risk of overheating concerns the possibility of overheating the lens. Wire heaters on the lens
can easily reach the melting temperature of the lens material. Radiant heaters can also overheat
the lens, if the heater runs to hot. To counter these risks the heater temperature needs to be
investigated and monitored as well. For convective heaters this is also possible, but with air as
the medium the risk is lower than for the other two types of heaters, due to its low thermal
conductivity.
The convective heater receives the highest score, due to having air as the medium, thereby
lowering the risk of overheating the lens. Radiative heaters receive a lower one since there is no
dampening medium increasing the risk of overheating. Lowest grade is given to the conductive
heaters as they have the highest risk of overheating, by being attached directly to the lens.
Vibration resistance
Vibration is one of the most important factors when designing systems on a truck, all systems
need to be able to handle the vibrations and stresses that can occur when the truck is operating. It
is therefore added as an criteria in the evaluation.
Conductive heaters are affected the least by this problem if the heater is placed on the lens.
Radiant heaters are more susceptible to vibrations, as the modules cannot be placed on the lens
and further the heater modules fastenings are only at two points. Convective heaters are most
susceptible especially the fan and fan housing, which can be damaged severely by vibrations
causing the fan to wobble. Further the fan will need bearings that need very long service life’s,
due to vibrations and general wear from using the heater.
Impact on other parts
Existing parts in the headlight will be affected by the adding of a heater inside the module. The
different heater types require different modifications of the module.
Conductive heaters cause relatively low impact, if they are placed in their optimal position on the
lens. Radiant heaters can be placed fairly hidden with low impact on other parts in terms of
space, however the high temperatures could adversely impact other parts inside the headlamp.
Convective heaters have the highest impact, as they would likely require extensive remodeling of
the headlamp as a fan cannot be placed inside the headlight in its current form. A wind channel
would have to be added through which the fan blows.
Power Supply
All these heaters require a power supply, though their needs are different.
Conductive heaters would require approximately 200W to have good enough performance.
Radiant heaters require similar amounts for similar performance. While the convective would
require more for the same performance, as a fan is needed to move the air, thereby increasing the
total power needed.
The conductive heater will therefore receive the highest score due to needing the least amount of
power, radiant heaters are in second with convective heaters coming in last as they need extra
power for extra moving parts.
De-icing
This criteria investigates how the de-icing, what conditions are required for peak performance in
terms of heat transfer to the ice layer.
Conductive heaters have a short distance and lowest thermal resistance, allowing for fast deicing at lower temperatures. The convective heaters depend on the form of convection if a
powerful fan is used the transfer can be high, natural convection requires a high temperature
difference to increase the de-icing speed. Radiative heaters need high temperatures to reach
optimal performance.
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Homologation
Estimation of the effort to get a type approval of the solution. Any impact on light output would
provide a lower rating. Switched electronics can cause issues with EMC type approval and
thereby a lower rating.
The radiative heater will be a source of EMC, that will require handling, giving it a lower score.
Convective heaters have low impact in both light losses and EMC therefore giving it a higher
score.
Light Losses
Impact on the emitted light of the lens. The heater types have different amounts of impact on the
light emitted from the headlight. These losses cannot be too large as it will make the headlight
inoperable when not enough light is emitted from it. The conductive heater will cause losses if it
is placed on the lens. The convective and the radiative heater can be placed in such ways that
there is no impact on the light emitted.
The highest scores are therefore received by both convective and radiative heaters, while
conductive heaters receive a lower score as they will affect the light emitted.
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Evaluation matrix
In Table 2, the grading for each heater and criteria can be seen. The higher the grade the better
they perform in regard to the criteria. Grade 4 is the highest grade while grade 1 is the lowest
possible, 0 would mean it is not applicable.
Table 2 Heater evaluation: Criteria Matrix
Evaluation
Matrix
De-icing system

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Radiant Heater

Convective
Heater

Conductive Heater

Criteria
Comment Grade
Comment
Grade
Comment
control of
1
3
switching
Transfer Mode
2
1
Simulation
3
2
Risk of overheating
3
4
No
moving
No moving part,
Vibration
part, has
2
Moving fan
1
moulded into
Resistance
clamping
lens
points
Impact on other
high heat
Major remodeling
low impact
2
1
Parts
influence
of headlight
contruction wise
Power Supply
200W
3
250 - 350 W
2
150-200W
high
shortest
temps
requires heating
De-icing
3
2
transport, least
needed for
of interior air first
resistance
speed
Homologation
3
4
light losses
4
4
Grade:
26
22
33
Position
2
3
1
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Grade
2
4
4
2

3

3
4
4
4
3

3.2 Choice of Heater
From Table 2 we can see that a conductive heater would be the best choice. The choice now lies
between which type of conductive heater, resistance wire heaters or resistive surface heaters.
Wires is the common one for the industry, were either etched paths or solid wires are utilized.
Surface resistive heaters are relatively new to the industry but have certain benefits regarding
uniformity and applications. The criteria are all weighed equally here, had the results been
closer, weighing can be applied to more accurately score the types.
The full matrices can be found in Appendix A.

Resistance wire heaters
These types of conductive heaters are used in many industrial and commercial application today.
Industrial ovens have heater wires in their heating walls to generate the needed heat. They can
also be found in cars where they are used as seat heaters or back wind shield defrosters. The
wires are typically made from NiChrome, Kanthal or Constantan (Pelican, 2012). These are all
metal alloys that have low electrical resistivity, allowing for the coverage of relatively large
areas without a large electrical resistance. Resistance wire heaters can also be used for
convective heaters, where they heat up the air that is to be circulated. (Pelican, 2012)
For these types of heaters wire spacing is a critical factor, especially when used on something
like polycarbonate, the lens material. The wires heat up locally where the wire becomes very hot,
but the heat is spread poorly in to the rest of the material. Resulting in non-uniform heating,
meaning the parts of the lens close to the wires will heat up fast and to a high temperature. While
material further away will not be as hot, see Figure 7.

Figure 7 Thermal imaging of a wire heater(left)and a conductive surface heater(right)
The spacing therefore decides how uniform the heating will be. The spacing also decides the
impact on the light, with small spacing a lot of wires will be on the lens thereby reducing the
amount of light that is able to pass through, as the wires are solids and non-transparent.
Surface heaters
The discovery of nano tubes came the invention of new thin conductive materials. These tubes
are on the nano scale and can be bundled up to allow electricity to be conducted through it. The
material has very good mechanical, electrical and optical properties, allowing it to be used on
more complex surfaces than wires while having low enough impact on the lighting. These
properties can be varied by the number of layers used, were increasing the number of layers
reduces electrical resistance and permeability to light (JingJing, et al., 2014). Vice versa when
the number of layers is reduced. In a heating aspect these heaters have the benefit of uniform
heat distribution compared to that of the more commonly used heat wires, see Figure 7.
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These tubes are most commonly used with carbon as their base material, however research is
leading towards replacing it. Zhang et al (Zhang, et al., 2017) have made heaters that use silver
instead of carbon, further improving the electrical properties of the material. Volkswagen has
also made progress with this material using it in in a new windshield heater (Volkswagen press,
2017). Here there is a thin silver layer in the windshield, that generates the heat needed for
defrosting and demisting, see Figure 8.

Figure 8 Windscreen with Volkswagen climate windscreen, the silver has very low effect on
transparency of the windshield (Volkswagen press, 2017)

3.3 Chosen heater
Due to its current commercial availability the heater wires, further samples of wire solutions
were readily available. The sample is in the form of Truck-lite’s de-icing solution for headlights,
it can be seen in Figure 9. The headlight is commercially available as extra or replacement
headlight for Jeep trucks (TruckLite, 2015).
Inside the lens resistance wires have been attached to act as the heater. It is then temperature
controlled on the wire temperature to ensure that over-heating of the lens or wires does not
occur. The wires are placed relatively close together for more uniform heating of the lens. The
heater only provides an on/off option meaning that either full power is used or no power at all.
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Figure 9 Heated LED headlight by Truck Lite (TruckLite, 2015)
To model this certain data is needed, measurements regarding surface area and thickness of the
lens, material of the lens and the wire as well as wire length and spacing. This data can be found
in Table 3, were some data was acquired from Truck-Lite’s product specifications (Trucklite,
2015) and some through measurements taken on the actual product.
Table 3 Technical specifications Truck-lite heater
Diameter:
Wire spacing:
Lens material:
Operating Voltage:
Lens Thickness:

7 or 0.1778 [inches or m]
0.005 [m]
Polycarbonate
12-24[V]
4 [mm]
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4 DEVELOPEMENT
This chapter describes the development work done based on the results from the literature study.
First the development of the simulation model is described. Secondly the development of the two
control methods are described.

4.1 Simulation Model Development
To develop a mathematical model of the system, its components need to be analyzed. The system
consists of four main parts, the heater, the lens with an ice layer, and cooling effects.
The heater will generate heat that will be conducted into the lens. At the same time the wires will
be cooled by any cold air inside the headlight module. The lens will conduct any heat from the
resistance wires to the ice layer that is on its outside surface. Additional cooling comes from the
inside air in areas where there are no wires. The ice layer will receive heat from the lens while at
the same time cooling by the outside air. Once it reaches 0 C°, it will start to melt, meaning it
will not rise any further, should it accumulate enough energy to melt all the ice, then the layer
will be removed allowing outside air to cool directly on the lens instead.

Lens
A mathematical model is needed that describes the heat transfer and temperature change from
the input to the heater to the output at the outer lens surface. This can be described using the
equation developed by Fourier describing heat transfer in a body (Cengel & A., 2004), described
in equation (15).
𝜕 2 𝑇 𝜕 2 𝑇 𝜕 2 𝑇 𝑔̇
𝜕𝑇
+ 2+ 2+ =𝛼
2
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝑘
𝜕𝑡

(15)

where 𝑔̇ , is the heat generation, 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the material and 𝛼 the thermal
diffusivity of the material. This is for heat transfer in a body in all directions, this equation can
however be simplified in this case, by assuming the heat added to the system is uniform across a
surface. Since the heater will be applied to the inner surface and will cover it entirely, meaning
the only the direction needed to describe is the x-direction, going through the thickness of the
lens. This simplification allows us to reduce equation (14) to only the x direction, given by
equation (16).
𝜕 2 𝑇 𝑔̇
𝜕𝑇
+
=
𝛼
𝜕𝑥 2 𝑘
𝜕𝑡

(16)

This equation can under certain conditions be solved analytically, however for most practical
scenarios it needs to be solved with numerical methods like FEM. It can be approximately solved
using a Lumped parameter model, where the lens will be divided into several elements or lumps,
across the thickness of it (Cengel & A., 2004). If the lens is divided into enough lumps the
temperature in each lump can be considered uniform, the same in the entire lump. The lumps in
turn each have their individual heat- capacity and -resistance. The problem then becomes one of
solving the transfer between each lump.
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To conclude how many lumps are needed to accurately describe the transfer through the entire
lens, is given by Biot´s number, given by equation (17)
𝑁𝐵 =

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ℎ 𝐿𝑐
=
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑘

(17)

where 𝐿𝑐 , is the characteristic length of the solid material, for the lens it is the thickness, h is the
convective coefficient at the outside surface of the lens, k is the thermal conductivity of the lens.
We can here already see that the number of lumps needed will be varying depending on outside
conditions, as h will vary with it.
The convection coefficient will be lower when the truck is standing still, and be higher when the
truck is moving, due to added wind force acting on the surface. To fulfil the criteria the biot
number needs to be small, as can be seen in equation (18) below.
𝑁𝐵 =

ℎ𝐿
𝐿
< 0.1, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝐿𝑐
𝑛𝑘
𝑛

(18)

In the equation 𝐿𝑐 , has been divided up into n segments. The minimum number of segments is
thereby given by equation 19 below.
𝑛>

ℎ𝐿
0.1 𝑘

(19)

With n defined we can divide the lens into segments across thickness of it, Figure 10 below
depicts the general case for n segments.

Figure 10 Segmented wall
The change in temperature at any given time can be described via the energy, that describes the
heat transfer and thereby the temperature. This is done for every segment individually, where we
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analyse the energy added to each segment and energy transported away. For the non-boundary
segments, we get equation 20.
𝑄̇𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡

(20)

where 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 , is the energy transferred into the segment and 𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 , is the energy transferred away
from the segment, Figure 11 below depicts this for the general case.

Figure 11 Heat transfer for a segment
For the non-boundary segments 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 and 𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 are purely conductive and given by the equations
(21) and (22) below.
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 =

𝑘𝐴
∗ (𝑇𝑛−1 − 𝑇𝑛 )
∆𝑥

(21)

𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝑘𝐴
∗ (𝑇𝑛 − 𝑇𝑛+1 )
∆𝑥

(22)

where the term before the temperature difference describes the thermal resistance given in
equation (23) (Cengel & A., 2004):
𝑅𝑖 =

∆𝑥
𝑘𝐴

(23)

substituting (23) into (21) and (22), gives us the transfer as in equation (12), see equations (24)
and (25):
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 =

1
∗ (𝑇𝑛−1 − 𝑇𝑛 )
𝑅𝑛

(24)

𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

1
∗ (𝑇𝑛 − 𝑇𝑛+1 )
𝑅𝑛

(25)
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these can be substituted into equation (20) for the total energy in the segment given by equation
(26):
𝑄̇𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

1
(𝑇
− 2𝑇𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛+1 )
𝑅𝑛 𝑛−1

(26)

Where 𝑄̇𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 , is defined as in (27):
𝑄̇𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐶𝑛 𝑇𝑛̇

(27)

where 𝐶𝑛 , is the thermal capacitance of the segment given by equation (28) (Cengel & A., 2004):
𝐶𝑛 = 𝐶 =

𝑐𝑝 𝑚
𝑛

(28)

where 𝑐𝑝 , is the specific heat of the lens material, 𝑚 is the mass of the entire lens. We now have
a differential equation describing the temperature and energy at any given point in time,
described by the equations (29) and (30) below:
1
(𝑇
− 2𝑇𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛+1 )
𝑅𝑛 𝑛−1
or
1
𝑇𝑛̇ =
(𝑇
− 2𝑇𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛+1 )
𝐶 𝑅𝑛 𝑛−1
𝐶𝑇𝑛̇ =

(29)

(30)

These can be modelled in Matlabs Simscape modelling language, where physical systems are
modelled.
In Simscape the transfer of heat through the lens can be modelled using thermal mass blocks for
the number of segments we want to use. The transfer between the layers is then done via
conduction blocks, two for each layer of the lens, as depicted in Figure 12. Simscapes
temperature sensors are used to measure the temperature at inner surface, middle and outer
surface of the lens.
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Figure 12 Model of heat transfer through the lens in Simscape
The geometric parameters are from the company´s own specifications (Trucklite, 2015), while
the material data of poly carbonate were found in literature (MatWeb, 2016).
The material data is the same for both Truck-Lite sample and LED-Lens. The geometric values
however differ. The parameters for the Truck-Lite sample are given by Table 4.
Table 4 Parameters Truck-Lite lens (Trucklite, 2015) (MatWeb, 2016)
Parameter:
Density:
Thermal Conductivity:
Specfic Heat:
Thickness:
Diameter:
Area:

Value:
1200
0.195
1250
0.004
0.1772
0.0247

Unit:
kg/𝑚3
W/(m∙K)
J/(kg∙K)
m
m
𝑚2

Heater
The wire heater is described by Ohm’s Law together with the definition for electric power given
by equations (31) and (32) below:
𝑈 =𝐼∙𝑅
𝑃 =𝑈∙𝐼

(31)
(32)

where, U is the voltage applied, I the current flow through the resistor, R the electrical resistance
of the heater and P the electrical power of the heater.
Substituting (31) into (32) we get equation (33) for the electrical power:
𝑈2
𝑅

𝑃=

(33)

The energy input into the heater can then be described by equation (34).
𝑄̇𝑖𝑛 =

𝑈2
𝑅
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(34)

The losses of the heater are in the form of conductive losses into the lens material along with
radiative and convective losses to the air inside the headlight.
These losses are described by equations (35)-(38)
𝑄̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + 𝑄̇𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 =

1

1
𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒

∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇1 ), 𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 =

(35)

𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡.

∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 =

(36)
1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡.
1
1
𝑄̇𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ), 𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 =
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝜎 ∙ 𝜀 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡.

(37)
(38)

,where 𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 is the diameter of the heater wire, 𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 , the thermal conductivity of the wire
material, 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 is the convection coefficient inside the headlight, 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 , half the surface
area of the wire, 𝜀 is the emissivity of the wire material and finally 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant.
The energy balance can now be formulated for the heater of the system, the balance is given by
equations(39) and (40)
𝑄̇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 =

𝑈2
1
1
1
−(
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇1 ) +
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ) +
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ))
𝑅
𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟

𝑐𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 ∙ 𝑇̇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 =

𝑈2
1
1
1
−(
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇1 ) +
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ) +
∙ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 ))
𝑅
𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟

(39)

(40)

where 𝑐𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 , is the thermal capacitance of the wires. To model this part of the entire system a
thermal mass is used to represent the entire mass of the wire, the electric input is simply the
electric power generated from the applied voltage, squared and divided according to equation
(34). As electric heaters have 1:1 conversion of the electric power to heat. The losses are
modelled as blocks corresponding to their type transfer, leading away from the thermal mass of
the wire. Further the conductive resistance is split into two parts conduction to the thermal mass
and conduction away from it as seen in Figure 13. These conductions each have a thickness of
𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒
, meaning that they are half the conduction resistance each.
2
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Figure 13 Block diagram of Heater part in Simscape
The geometric parameters for the heater the spacing was measured, the length of the wire was
then approximated by assuming that they were full circles spaced 5 mm apart and their
circumferences added together. The diameter of the wires is assumed to be 0.1 mm. The wire
material is the commonly used Kanthal A-1. All parameters of the heater for the Truck-Lite
sample is given by Table 5.
Table 5 Parameters for Kanthal wire (Anon., 2017)
Parameter:
Density
Thermal conductivity
Specific Heat
Length of wire
Diameter Wire
Cross Area Wire
Contact Area Wire
Emissivity

Value:
7100
11
460
4
0.0001
7.840∙ 10−7
0.0063
0.7
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Unit:
Kg/𝑚3
W/(m∙K)
J/(kg∙ 𝐾)
m
m
𝑚2
𝑚2
~

Ice
The ice layer that can accumulate on the outside surface of the lens is modelled in the same
manner as the parts before, via the energy balance and a Simscape representation of it. Ice has
some special characteristics compared to the other parts. When it has a temperature of 0 °C, it
enters the melting zone, see Figure 14.

Figure 14 Temperature curve of ice
At this stage adding energy to the ice will not result in a change in temperature as is normal for
other materials, instead the energy is used to transform the solid state of ice into the liquid phase
of water. This process requires 333 [𝑘𝐽⁄𝑘𝑔] (Ekroth & Granryd, 2006), so the layer needs to
accumulate a certain amount of energy, depending on how much ice there is, before the
temperature can increase again.
For the first part of the heating process the energy balance is described by equations (41)-(44).
𝑄̇𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 − 𝑄̇𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 =

1

(41)

1
𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒
∙ (𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇1 ), 𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∙ 𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠

∙ (𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 =

(42)
1

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ∙ 𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠
1
1
𝑄̇𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
∙ (𝑇𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ), 𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 =
𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
𝜎 ∙ 𝜀 ∙ 𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠

(43)
(44)

where 𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the thickness of the ice layer, 𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑒 , the thermal conductivity of ice, 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 is
the convection coefficient outside the headlight, 𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠 , the outer surface area of the lens, 𝜀 is the
emissivity of ice.
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For the melting part the temperature needs to be held at 0 °𝐶 and the accumulation of energy
monitored. Should enough energy be accumulated the layer will cease to exist. In total there are
three states for the ice, heating; melting; and melted. To model this in Simscape a block diagram
was setup in the same way as for the heater, see Figure 16. further a custom Simscape block was
set in parallel to the ice layer subsystem that monitors the temperature of the ice along with its
energy accumulation, see Figure 15.

Figure 16 Block diagram of subsystem ice layer
Figure 15 Block diagram of
Ice layer in Simscape
The block will start measuring the energy accumulation once the ice is at 0 °𝐶, while also setting
its temperature to 0 °𝐶. Should enough energy have been accumulated the block will set the
resistance in the custom conductance’s leading to the thermal mass of the ice to infinitely large
so that no heat is conducted through it. At the same time the cooling effect from the outside is
shifted to act on the lens instead of the ice. The code for the custom blocks can be found in the
Appendix B-C.
The parameters used when simulating the Truck-Lite sample is given by Table 3 earlier. The
values for the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity for ice were acquired via
interpolation of the values in Table 6. The interpolation is done using Matlab, the code used can
be found in the Appendix D.
Table 6 Thermal properties of Ice (Jonsson, 2007)
Temperature

Density

Specific Heat

t[°C]
-80
-40
-20
0

𝝆[kg/𝒎𝟑 ]
920
920
920
920

𝒄𝒑 [kJ/(kg∙ 𝑲)]
2.114
1.805
1.574
1.352

Thermal
Conductivity
𝝀[W/(m∙ 𝑲)]
2.23
2.44
2.66
3.17

The weight of the ice used in the model was acquired by following the test procedure in
(Jansson, 2014), when running de-icing tests in the climate chamber. Once the ice was applied
the lens was weighed. This weight was then compared to the weight of the lens without ice. The
measurements yielded a weight of 25g for the ice. The ice was created in -25 °𝐶 cold chamber.

Convection Coefficient
Major parts of the cooling come from convection. This type of heat transfer depends as
mentioned before on the difference in temperature between material and medium, but also on its
convection-coefficient, which in turn depends on material properties and flow conditions. In
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particular the flow conditions can shift fast in real life conditions, making a completely accurate
representation difficult. The coefficient will therefore be calculated for each case in advance, for
set conditions. Noteworthy is that the system will therefore be somewhat slower than reality in
the beginning. The coefficients for inside and outside cooling were calculated using Matlab, code
used can be found in Appendix D.

Simplifications in the model
In the model simplifications have been made due to complexity of geometry or Simscape lacking
support.
The geometry is simplified regarding the LED lens, the real lens is curved, see Figure 17, were
as in the model it is simplified to a straight flat slab. The simplification is therefore inaccurate for
what would be the curved section, here the cooling is higher due to their angle to the wind.
Instead the convective cooling will be uniform across the entire surface, where as in reality the
convective cooling will be larger at the curved areas. The inaccurate parts are the ones where ice
and snow least likely to accumulate, see Figure 18.

Figure 17 Top view of the LED lens

Figure 18 Snow and ice accumulation
on the headlight

The heating wires are simplified to a layer, with the same area as half the surface area of the
wire, that are molded into the lens. The pattern they are placed in on the lens cannot be modelled
in Simscape. The heating is therefore more uniform than it would be. The layer in Simscape is as
thick as the real wires, its mass also corresponds to the mass of the real-life wires. It is just the
pattern that cannot be modelled.
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The lens is divided into three layers regardless of the Biot number. The number dictates how
many layers are needed for the lens, the more layers that are used the more accurate the
simulations will be. As can be seen in Figure 19 there is little to no difference between using
three layers and ten, when there is no wind on the outer surface. A single layer cannot be used as
it differs a lot from the rest.

Figure 19 Plot of System with varying heater input, outer temperature and a wind speed of 0
m/s
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The same can be seen in Figure 20, the number of layers has little effect on the system, if more
than one is used. Here windspeed has been added. The lens is therefore divided into three parts to
reduce the amount computations.

Figure 20 Plot of System with varying heater input, outer temperature and a wind speed of 20
m/s

Verification of model
The model needs verification that shows that it represents the actual process in an accurate way.
Truck-Lite model
The complete model was setup to reflect the Truck-Lite sample. So that a test could be run in a
climate chamber and a corresponding simulation to compare the result. The sample was cooled
down, coated with ice and then placed in a climate chamber at -11°C. A constant input of 28
volts was applied to the heater. Temperatures were measured on the outer lens surface, just
above one of the wires, as that would correspond to the simulation run. The temperatures were
then noted at a 10 second interval for three minutes and then more scarcely. At the same time the
current was also measured to see if any changes occurred. As can be seen from Figure 21 the
temperature rises up until 0 °C, and then flats out. This occurs because once 0 °C is reached the
ice starts to melt, were the temperature remains the same, the added energy is instead used shift
the solid phase into the liquid phase. After three minutes the ice has melted and the temperature
on the lens surface starts rising again, levelling out at ~28 °C. Noteworthy is also a small drop in
current, where it dropped from 1.86A at the start of the test to 1.6A at end of it. This drop is
likely due to the temperature coefficient of the wire material, were there is a change in resistance
with higher temperatures.
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Truck-Lite climate Chamber test -11°C
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Figure 21 Outer surface temperature measurements from test

The model was now run with the parameters for the Truck-Lite sample, the outside temperature
was set to -11°C and no wind speed to reflect the conditions in the climate chamber. As can be
seen in Figure 22, the model follows the test data well, the greatest errors occur when the ice has
melted and at the steady state at the end. The difference when the ice has melted comes from
how the melting process is modelled, as the temperature is kept near zero in the model were as
the test shows that some increase in temperature does occur. Directly after all ice is melted in the
test melt water is present on the lens, which is not captured in the model, leading to a faster
temperature increase.
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Figure 22 Outside surface temperature of Truck-Lite lens, the blue line from the simulation
model and the orange from the test

Adaption to LED Lens
The adaptation to the LED lens is done by changing the geometry parameters for the lens. This
changes the ice layer back to its 25g and corresponding thickness. The heater is changed to have
the same performance as the Truck-Lite heater, meaning it has the same power per surface area,
while still having the same spacing of 5mm on the lens. This reduced the needed resistance of
the wire. The new values for the changed parameters are given by Table 7.
Table 7 Parameters changed to represent LED-Lens
Parameter:
Area Lens
Wire length
Contact Surface Wire
Mass of Ice
Characteristic Length

Value:
0.1057
21
0.0332
0.025
0.195

Unit:
𝑚2
m
𝑚2
kg
m

4.2 Control Method Development
This section describes the development of the control methods that will be tested in the
simulation model.

Methods of control
In this project the actuator of the system is the conductive electrical heater, it is therefore of
interest to learn more about advances made in the controlling of electrical heaters in different
applications. Conventional Proportional – Integral - Derivative controllers have yielded good
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results for applications such as furnaces, reactor heating and air heaters (Hu, 2011) (Griffiths
Lekhuleni & Chowdhury, 2017) (Àlvarez de Miguel, et al., 2017) (Saleh & Mosa, 2015).
A good indication is to use a gain scheduled controller, were switching of the parameters occurs
depending on vehicle speed. Using an unscheduled controller will not achieve good performance
over the entire speed range. Further a smith predictor is also of interest as the transport through
the lens is a delay between heater and the outer lens surface. Using the smith predictor could
allow for better performance by compensating for the delay using an internal model prediction
(Glad & Ljung, 2015). Finally hybrid automata with a time optimal and a PI controller is a
favourable setup for both ideas, as to speed up the heating process when far away from the
wanted reference temperature (Saleh & Mosa, 2015) (Malmborg & Eker, 1997). Two methods
will thereby be compared one utilizing the gain scheduled PI hybrid and the second hybrid using
smith model prediction. Both hybrids have a time optimal part and a second part based on either
scheduling or the predictor.
The strategy for both controllers are to keep the outside surface of the lens at a reference
temperature, here chosen at 5°C. Achieving this temperature will melt any ice on the lens while
also preventing new ice from forming again, due to the temperature being above freezing.
For tuning purposes the following set of requirements have been set in Table 8, they will be used
for tuning the PI controllers for the system without ice at an ambient temperature of -10 °C and
varying speeds. These characteristics will then be compared in the simulations were the ice is
added to the system.
Table 8 Table of controller requirements
Rise time
Settling time
Overshoot
Static error
De-icing time

𝑡𝑟
𝑡𝑠
𝑀
𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡
𝑡𝑑𝑒−𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑡𝑟 < 90𝑠
𝑡𝑠 < 120𝑠
𝑀 < 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ 0.05
𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 = 0
As low as possible

Rise time is defined as the time for the system to reach 90% of the final value, measure from
when the system is at 10%. Settling time is when the system is within 2% of the final value
(Glad & Ljung, 2015). The de-icing time requirement is not described mathematically as it will
be used as a tie-breaker should the two methods perform similarly on the other requirements.

First Method: Regulating outside surface temperature: Hybrid gain
scheduled controller
As stated earlier this type of method consists of two controllers that are switched between
according to a switching strategy. Meaning that information is first gathered by a logic part that
based on this information decides which of its available controllers is best to use at that time. A
good idea is to have one controller that is fast when the error is large, and another that is slow
when the error is small, making it an adaptive PI control, from here on API will be used.
The time optimal controller is an On/Off controller of Bang-Bang type. It can either give
maximum output of the actuator or no output. Making the fastest possible controller, hence the
name time optimal controller. A significant drawback of this type of controller is that when it
follows a setpoint or reference it begins to swing between its two output possibilities once the
setpoint is reached, as can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure 23 Temperatures during de-icing with time-optimal controller
As can be seen the temperature swings around the setpoint of 5 °C, never settling during the
simulation time. This due to not being able to give the appropriate control voltage, also the
delays in the system means it cannot turn on or off in time causing over- and undershoots. The
time for melting ice is as fast as can be, since the controller does not switch off until the error
reaches zero which occurs after the melting.
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Figure 24 Voltage from the time-optimal controller
PI control has been used for heaters with good results, as previously mentioned. A benefit of a PI
controller is that they better can follow a setpoint reference compared to a time optimal
controller described earlier. PI controllers are good at correcting small errors and at disturbance
rejections at reference or feedback. For the de-icing a concern arises as the controller will have to
be tuned for a specific speed of the vehicle which affects the cooling on the outside of the lens. A
controller made for when the vehicle stands still will not be very good when the vehicle is
running. Vice versa a controller designed for high vehicle speeds will regulate poorly at lower
speeds. A way around this problem is the use of gain scheduling, were the PI values are changed
in relation to the vehicle speed, to get good performance at all speeds. A method for tuning the
gain scheduled controller is to tune for several operating conditions as has been done by (Àlvarez
de Miguel, et al., 2017). This would mean to tune PI controllers for different vehicle speeds.
These can be combined into one hybrid controller that can use the time optimal controller when
the error is large and a PI controller when it is small, similar to what was done by (Malmborg &
Eker, 1997).
To do this, a switching strategy is needed to make the decision of what controller to use. In
Figure 25 a schematic can be seen of how the loop would look. The switch-strategies can be
simple or very complex, depending on the system that you try to control. In this application it
would be of interest to run the time optimal controller at least part way of the ice melting, to
speed up the process, and then switch over to the PI controller. The second controller would then
keep the outer surface at a reference temperature to keep ice from building up again on the lens.
The switching process is ideally kept as smooth as possible, to do this is to run the controllers in
parallel, so that they maintain the same error, when it comes to the integrator part of it. Here the
hybrid will start with the time optimal controller, with the PI initialized in parallel. A simple way
to determine the switching of the controllers is to base it on the error compared to the reference.
If the error is larger than a set value the time optimal controller is used, if its smaller the PI
controller is used. Using this method only one measurement value is needed, the outside
temperature.
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Figure 25 Schematic of API Loop
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Implementation of API
To realize the hybrid controller, the two sub controllers need to be made. The time optimal
controller is of bang-bang nature meaning it can only give max output or minimum output, here
it is an output of 0 on the control signal. The maximum output is the peak voltage available from
the power source. The controller than acts on the error in accordance with equations (45 – 46).
𝑢 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑒 > 0
𝑢 = 0 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑒 ≤ 0

(45)
(46)

The PI controller is implemented using Simulinks PID-controller block, with PI configuration
chosen in the block. The general form of a PI controller is given by equation(47).
𝑢 = 𝑃 ∙ 𝑒 + 𝐼𝑠 ∙ 𝑒

(47)

This PI controller will need to be gain scheduled since a controller tuned to fit requirements as
good as possible when the vehicle is standing still, will not perform good when a wind-speed is
present, as can be seen by Figure 26 and Figure 27.

Figure 26 PI-controller tuned to fulfil the requirements at 0 m/s
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Figure 27 PI-controller tuned for 0 m/s run at 15m/s
To boost performance and fulfil the requirements an extra method is needed to increase the
performance of the PI-controller. Gain scheduling is proven method for these kinds of problems,
as the PI values are scheduled in accordance to a scheme, in this case the vehicle speed, (Àlvarez
de Miguel, et al., 2017) scheduled their values against the air flow. For the scheduling of the PIvalues here, a PI-controller is tuned for a set ambient temperature and six different vehicle
speeds. The values are given by Table 9
Table 9 PI-values for different vehicle speeds at an ambient temperature of -10°C
Vehicle Speed [m/s]:
0
5
10
15
20
25

PI-Value[P I]:
31.18
39.59
41.74
45.33
49.94
54.52

0.094
0.224
0.347
0.412
0.55
0.65

Interpolation is then done between these values for the speeds in between with a step size of
1𝑚⁄𝑠. In the simulation the vehicle speeds are rounded and then match to speed from the
interpolated table. Code for the interpolation schedule function can be found in the Appendix E.
With the two controllers now done a switching strategy is needed to decide when which
controller is to be used.
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The switching strategy between the Time optimal and scheduled PI controller is error-based,
following (Malmborg & Eker, 1997), a measure of closeness depending on the error can be
obtain through equations (48)-(50).
𝑇

.

𝑅
𝑇𝑅
− 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
− 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 = [ 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
]
∙
𝑃(𝜃,
𝛾)
∙
[
]
𝑅
𝑅
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃) + 𝛾2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝜃) (1 − 𝛾2 )sin(𝜃)cos(𝜃)
𝑃(𝜃, 𝛾) = 𝛾1 [
]
(1 − 𝛾2 )sin(𝜃)cos(𝜃) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃) + 𝛾2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝜃)
𝑅
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
=

𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠
𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠
4
4
𝑅
𝑅
∙ (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
− 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ) +
− 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
(𝑇 𝑅
) + 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟

(48)
(49)
(50)

𝑅
𝜃, 𝛾1 , 𝛾2 are tunable parameters that create a catching region for the logic, 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
, is the inner
surface reference, here calculated as the temperature needed on the inner surface for to keep the
outer at its reference. 𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 is the thermal resistance of the entire lens thickness, 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 is the
thermal resistance of the outside cooling effect and 𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡 is the thermal resistance of the
radiative heat transfer from the lens.
The logic starts in the time optimal controller, through measurements of the inner surface
temperature and outer surface temperature, 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 can be calculated. Once 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 < 𝜌𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 the
controllers are switched, in this case switch back is not allowed until 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 > 𝜌𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 is fulfilled,
this reduces chattering between the controllers. Values used for the tunable parameters are given
by Table 10. A 𝜌𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 was added as a preheating state allowing the heater to gain some initial
temperature to faster melt the ice.

Table 10 Tunable parameters for switching logic
Parameter:
𝜃

Value:
3
𝜋
4
1
1
40
15
200

𝛾1
𝛾2
𝜌𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝜌𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝜌𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

The logic has been implemented in Simulink using stateflow for the switching, as seen in Figure
28, and a Matlab function block for the calculations necessary for 𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 , the code can be found
in Appendix F.
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Figure 28 Switching logic of API controller

Second Method Regulating heater temperature: Hybrid controller with
smith predictor(SPI)
A second similar way of regulating the outside surface temperature is to regulate it in directly, by
controlling the heater temperature instead of the surface temperature. This however means we
lose any information about the ice melting. To circumvent this the outside temperature can be
treated as delayed feedback of the heater temperature. The smith predictor can then be used to
compensate for our delay. This would give a faster response in the system compared to the first
method. As the compensator makes the controller act earlier on disturbances, such as sudden
shifts in speed or temperature. The setup is similar to that of first method, the changes are mainly
in the PI-controller, were earlier the gains were scheduled for better performance to different
outside conditions, now instead there is a smith predictor. To use this the reference will need to
be recalculated depending on the outside conditions, otherwise the system will settle around a
setpoint other than the wanted. This changes schematic of the controller as can be seen in Figure
29.
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Figure 29 Schematic of Hybrid controller with smith predictor

Implementation of SPI
The time optimal controller is implemented as a set of PI values, where the P-value is high so
that it behaves in the same manner as the implementation of it in the first method. The reference
calculation is done by calculating the steady state temperature of the heater, should the outside
surface temperature be at the wanted reference, this is described earlier in section by
equation(49).
In the simulation model this is done using Matlab function block, code can be found Appendix
G.
The conditions on the inner side of the lens are fairly static meaning there is no need for more
than one PI-controller. The smith compensator uses transfer-functions derived from the model,
meaning they will change with switching conditions, in particular depending on the vehicle
speed. This means that this would need to be adaptable in some way for the predictor to be
accurate. As can be seen in Figure 30 using one single predictor will introduce a static error.

Figure 30 Hybrid controller with smith compensator, smith set for 0 m/s
It is therefore of interest to schedule the compensator in accordance to the vehicle speed again to
remove the static error. This done in the same manner as the gain scheduling for the first method
by creating the compensators for specific vehicle speeds and then interpolate should the speed
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fall in between two speeds. The results of using a scheduled compensator can be seen in Figure
31.

Figure 31 Hybrid controller with scheduled smith compensator
As can be seen the outside temperatures converge toward the set reference of 5°C, instead of
settling at temperatures far away from it as was the case with an unscheduled compensator. The
scheduling table can be found in Appendix G
For the switching strategy it is here also wanted to let the time optimal controller run during parts
of the melting process. To do this we use part of the smith compensator that is already present,
namely the transfer function of input to heater temperature as a measurement of the heater
temperature. With this value the time optimal controller can be run until either the heater reaches
a threshold temperature, or the error becomes small enough.
At this point the PI controller takes over the regulating task. Hysteresis is added to the logic to
avoid any unnecessary chattering between controllers. The logic schematic can be seen Figure 32

Figure 32 Schematic of logic for hybrid controller using Smith-compensator
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When the logic is activated it enters the time optimal state, this state is kept until one of the
guards are broken, instigating the shift to the state PI. This state is kept until the uncompensated
error and thereby the temperature is above 1°C at which it transits to PI2. This state is kept until
the error becomes higher than the reference temperature indicating that the outer lens
temperature is in danger of ice building up. The state is then switched back to the time optimal.
Values for the guards used is given by Table 11.
Table 11 SPI guard parameter values
Parameter:
SPI_heater_top_margin
SPI_TO_PI_margin
SPI_PI_PI2_margin
SPI_PI2_TO_margin

Value:
-258.15
275.15
276.15
274.15
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5 SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this chapter the simulations done with developed model and control methods. The simulation
cases are described along with the results from them.

5.1 Simulations
For the simulation setup both control methods will be run in parallel during varying conditions.
The speed will be held constant during each simulation run, the temperature will however once
be kept at a set point, and during a second simulation a pulse signal will be added to the outside
temperature to be able to analyze how the methods handle disturbances. The pulse signal has an
amplitude of -30, a period of 200s and the pulse width of the signal is 20%. Lastly a simulation
will be done for both methods with measurement noise on the feedback, to analyze how well
these methods can handle noise without any assistance in the form of filters. The environmental
conditions for all simulations, except the noise simulation, are given by Table 12.
Table 12 Simulation Parameters, for each speed every temperature listed will be simulated
Speed [m/s]
0
3
12
23

T1[°𝑪]
-2
-2
-2
-2

T2[°𝑪]
-8
-8
-8
-8

T3[°𝑪]
-18
-18
-18
-18

T4[°𝑪]
-25
-25
-25
-25

5.2 Simulation Results
Both controllers are capable of melting ice in varying conditions. The SPI controller however has
shown faster settling time and less overshoot especially in gentler conditions were either the
temperature is closer to 0 °C or the vehicle speed is low. Simulation results for speeds not shown
in this section can be found in Appendix H-J , where both graphs and performance at -8 °C are
shown.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the surface temperatures, when the vehicle is moving at 3m/s with
various steady temperatures. As can be seen the API controller method produces unacceptable
overshoot in particular at -2 °C, where the overshoot is far above the 5%. The SPI controller
method stays within the margins when it comes to overshoot, although some can be seen at
outside at a temperature of -25 °C. The SPI is also able to melt the ice faster than the API in
three out of four cases.
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Figure 33 Outer surface temperature at 3m/s and varying outside temperatures

Figure 34 Outer Surface temperature with SPI at 3m/s and varying outside temperatures
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In Table 13 each methods performance in regards to requirements are listed extrapolated from
when the outside temperature is at -8 °C. No static error was measured as the controllers were
still correcting towards a final value. SPI controller is substantially faster in terms of both rise
and settling time, having a 23s lower rise time and a settling time 83s faster. These trends keep
for temperatures lower than -8 °C. The SPI outperforms the API at all temperatures as can be
seen from Figure 33 and Figure 34, where it is faster at melting the ice and through that better
results when looking at requirements, where decrease was expected compared to the tuning done.
Table 13 Controller performance at -18C and 3m/s
Requirement
Rise time:
Settling time:
Overshoot:
Static error:
De-icing time:

API
191s
303s
17%
0
207s

SPI
168s
220s
0%
0
179s

In the shown scenario the SPI outperforms the API, this holds true for the scenarios at both
higher and lower speeds, these can be seen in Appendix H. There can also be seen that at 12m/s
and -18 °C both controllers are saturating the heater, giving maximum output. To summarize the
SPI outperforms the API at steady conditions.
The second load case is that of running the vehicle according Table 12 and 5 seconds long pulses
with an amplitude of -30 °C affecting the outside temperature. The purpose of this simulation
was to see how the control methods handle sudden and strong disturbances in operating
conditions. Here the simulation time was extended to 800s to see the reaction of the control
methods to several pulses, results can be seen in Figure 35 and Figure 36.

Figure 35 Outer surface temperatures with API method, outside temperature is disturbed by 30 °C pulses
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Figure 36 Outer surface temperatures with SPI method, outside temperature is
disturbed by -30 °C pulses
The case of vehicle speed at 12m/s in Figure 35 and Figure 36 displays reactions that can be seen
in the other load cases. Both controllers can compensate for the disturbances, however not
without problems. At harsher conditions no overshoot is present when regulating, at less harsh
overshoot is present. The SPI method compensates faster, and is within 2% of final value in all
cases except the -25 °C. The API method compensates but compared to the SPI method is less
successful. In Figure 35 the melting process is even interrupted evident by the temperature going
below 0 °C. Overshoot is also larger than that of the SPI and it to a lesser extent manages to be
within 2% of the final value before next pulse comes. None of the methods can compensate the
pulses at -25 °C were both curves are nearly identical, meaning the heater is saturated all the
time. Responses at the other conditions can be seen in Appendix I.
The last simulation case is at -10 °C and 10m/s, with noise on the feedback signal. These
simulations will show how well the methods can handle high frequency noise. The control signal
will be investigated to see the influence of the feedback noise, along with how well the outside
reference temperature is kept. The noise was added to simulation model through white noise
block, with a magnitude of 0.1 and sample time of 0.1. Results of the simulation can be seen in
Figure 37 and Figure 38.
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Figure 37 Outside surface temperature with API method, Outside temperature at -10 °C and
10m/s

Figure 38 Outside surface temperature with SPI method, outside temperature at -10 °C and
10m/s
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The outer temperature is not noisy with any of the methods, some oscillation can be seen on the
temperature curves that are not there when noise is not present. The performance of the SPI
method is damped, as can be seen in Figure 38, the entire system is slowed down during the deicing time. The API method deviates less from the simulation without noise. Therefore it is of
interest to look at the control signals, to see how the methods act. The control signal for both
methods can be seen in Figure 39 and Figure 40.

Figure 39 Control signal of the API method at -10C and 10m/s, noise is added on the
feedback, the control signal with no noise can be seen in orange
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Figure 40 Control signal of the SPI method at -10C and 10m/s, noise is added to the
feedback, the control signal with no noise can be seen in orange
The methods react very differently to the noise, with API reacting better.
The SPI method is chattering throughout the simulation, the average voltage is within 15-20V
with many and large spikes to either 0v or 24V. In the beginning no chatter is present mainly due
to the time optimal controller operating, which can ignore a lot of noise. The smith compensated
PI part of the controller has problems dealing with the noise, causing fast and large controller
action due to the compensator being sensitive to noise. The API method acts similarly in that the
time optimal part where it experiences no chatter or disturbances. When the PI controller takes
over the signal becomes noisy but the control action can be distinguished from it. This due to the
noise having a lower amplitude compared to the SPI, and having no compensator causing large
actions. Once steady state is reached the voltage is between 16-17V. The API seems to handle
noise better than the SPI, mainly due to it not having a compensator.
In an attempt to clear up the signals low pass filters were added to the feedback, which in turn
smooth out the controller action to chattering with a lower amplitude giving it better
performance. The lowpass filters were added as transfer function blocks in the simulation model
with no amplification and a cut off frequency of 1Hz. Results can be seen in Figure 41 and
Figure 42.
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Figure 41 API control signal with low pass filter, the control signal with no noise can be seen
in orange

Figure 42 SPI control signal with low pass filter, the control signal with no noise can be seen
in orange
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Both signals clear up a lot when applying lowpass filtering to the feedback signal. The SPI
chattering is lowered from the entire spectrum available to chatter between 15-20V, with
controller action now clearly visible compared to that in Figure 40. The API signal is also
improved, reducing chatter to within 1V, with the large drops to 0V filtered away. The
temperature at the outside surface is not improved much when feedback is filtered when the API
method is used, as can be seen in Figure 43. For the SPI the outer surface temperature is
improved, with the use of a filter the de-icing time is reduced to that of the case where no noise
is present. The temperature now barely deviates from the case with no noise, as can be seen in
Figure 44.

Figure 43 Outer surface temperature when to noisy feedback is filtered, the temperature when
there is no noise can be seen in orange
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Figure 44 Outer surface temperature when to noisy feedback is filtered, the temperature when
there is no noise can be seen in orange
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter describes the discussion on the research question and the conclusions drawn from
the literature study, development and simulations.

6.1 Discussion
The research questions
In this master thesis there is a main research question, regarding what is the best control method.
Two sub questions regarding energy requirements and heater suitability were added.
The main research question cannot be answered definitively, however it can be answered when
put under constraints, such as looking at certain characteristics. Suitable control methods were
researched in the literature study and two methods chosen. One more direct method in the API and
a more indirect one, the SPI. These were developed against a wanted performance regarding the
certain characteristics, that were set at the beginning of the controller development. Both methods
were then subject to the same simulated scenarios and their performance evaluated.
When compared the SPI outperforms the API on most of the criteria for best performance. The
SPI is a faster method, it has a lower rise and settling time. It also stays within the general rule
used for overshoot, staying below 5%. The method does not violate it in any simulation made in
this project.
In Simulation set two the SPI is also capable of fulfilling the criteria for having settled in between
the pulses. But the controllers struggle or fail at the lowest temperatures with the highest speeds,
being unable to melt ice or taking a long time doing it. These limitations come from the heater
parameters set in the simulation, with the maximum output of it being too low.
In the third simulation feedback noise was added. Here the API outperformed the SPI, the noise
had only small effects on its performance. SPI was adversely affected by being slowed down by
the disturbances. Disturbances of these kinds are common in real life applications in the forms of
small disturbances and interference from other equipment. The API can therefore be implemented
without much extra filtering if any. It is therefore deemed more robust and a solution that can be
used in less critical systems or in harsher environments were proper filtering can be done. The SPI
displayed unwanted behavior where it often made changes with large amplitudes. Something that
can cause unwanted and unnecessary wear on the components. With filtering its performance was
indistinguishable from the simulation without noise. Noteworthy is that the filtered signal of the
SPI has similar amplitude as the unfiltered of the API.
Looking at the sub questions of the thesis, these have more definitive answers as a suitable heater
is looked for and was found. The answer is based on evaluating important characteristics both for
the purpose of simulation in Simulink as well as a real world application. Here the most suitable
solution could clearly be seen from the evaluation matrix, excluding a need for weighing criterias
against each other, instead they are all weighed equally. The second sub question regarding the
energy requirements has a definitive answer, where a certain amount ice will need a corresponding
extra energy added to it to shift the phase of ice into water.
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6.2 Conclusions
Conclusions from heater research and evaluation
A study was done on the type of heaters with a following evaluation of them. The final
evaluation took into account modes of heat transfer, number transfer modes, impact on other
parts and headlight light emission among some. Using the evaluation matrix the resistance heater
was found to be the best choice. It has the most effective transfer mode and the fewest of them, if
it is placed on the lens of the headlight. The most effective placement is on the outside of the
lens, this however exposes the heater to many environmental hazards, it was therefore placed on
the inside surface of the lens.

Conclusions from Simulation Model Development
The developed simulation model simulates the heat transfer process from heater to ice layer, with
relevant cooling effects present in the model. The ice melting process is the most inaccurate part
of the model. Here it does not take into account the dynamics of the phase shift of ice. Real life
testing show that while the temperature rises more slowly during the melting it does still move
steadily upwards, while in the model the temperature moves very little during the melting. Some
limitations do exist in the model mainly that vehicle speed is modelled as constant, meaning it
cannot be varied during the simulations.

Conclusions from simulation
Simulations were made using the developed simulation model to get be able to determine what
control method would be more applicable in for future prototyping. Simulations were done with
many varying conditions, looking at different speeds and outside temperatures. When looking at
simulations under stable conditions the smith compensated is both faster and produces less
overshoot staying under 5% limit. The API method while fulfilling the tuned requirements has a
hard time handling the ice layer especially the transition when all the ice has melted. This due to
the API struggling with the delay in the system, where the controller action is slow and
conservative often creating small undershoots that are slowly regulated away. When simulating
with pulse disturbances the API overshoot in most simulation, unless the conditions where harsh
enough, at harsh conditions it rarely overshot. The SPI method at these simulations showed good
compensation only overshooting at -2 °C. The simulations with noise show that a filter for the
feedback is needed to get good control action and avoid large scale chattering on the control
signal. They further indicate that the heater is need of more power than is used in the model, as
heating in extreme conditions are not able to melt off the ice.
Based on this the SPI method should be used for future prototyping, a filter of lowpass character
is also recommended as the method is sensitive to noise.
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7 FUTURE WORK
In this chapter future works are presented, both for extension of the model and prototyping.

7.1 Future work
Prototype
With extensive simulation done of the control methods a natural next step is the development of
a prototype. It would need to be designed to integrate with the rest of the truck, regarding power
supply, power driver and what ECU to use. This can then be used for live testing under real
conditions.

Simulation model improvement
As stated earlier limitations exists in the simulation model, meaning it can be improved. The
limitations of constant vehicle speed could possibly be improved to allow for at least some
variation in speed in simulation, allowing for simulation of driving scenarios. The ice melting
process can also be improved, where research into extending the simulation model to cover
humidity allows for added accuracy during the melting of the ice.

Ice formation prediction using humidity
The model in its current form covers the process using only temperature, should be extended to
cover humidity as suggested in earlier, research into ice formation prediction could make the
system more efficient. The prediction could thereby make the system more autonomous, as
activation currently is best left to the driver.

7.2 Company Recommendations
For the company the recommended next step is to start with a prototype with the SPI control
method implemented. Through results of the heater evaluation it is recommended that this
prototype uses a conductive heater. Through testing with this prototype further refinement and
improvements can be made on the control method by adapting the method based on the results.
Investigation should also be made into series manufacturing of conductive surface heaters in the
lens. Should more investigations be made into conductive heaters methods of power increase
needs investigating, as the one used in the simulations struggles with low temperatures and
higher speeds.
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APPENDIX A: EXTRA EVALUATION MATRICES USED
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2
2

Evaluation

control of switching
Transfer Mode
Number of Heat Transfer
Mode(4=1mode, 3 = 2 modes, 2 = 3
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verification via simulation possible
Risk of overheating
vibration resistance
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APPENDIX B: CODE FOR COOLING AIR SIMSCAPEBLOCK
component air_conduction < foundation.thermal.branch
% Heat Transfer variable heat transfer Cooling Air
% This block allows for variable heat transfer, steered by the air port.
% if air => it allows heat to transfer through
%
inputs
air = {0,'1'}; %air:left
end
parameters(Access = private)
area = { 1e-4, 'm^2' };
% Area
thickness = { 0.1, 'm' };
% Thickness
th_cond = { 401, 'W/(m*K)' }; % Thermal conductivity
end
function setup %#simple
% Parameter range checking
if area <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Area'),
end
if thickness <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Thickness')
end
if th_cond <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Thermal conductivity')
end
end
equations
if air>=2
Q == area*100000000 * th_cond * T /thickness;
else
Q == area * th_cond* T/thickness/inf;
end
end
end
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APPENDIX C: CODE FOR VARIABLE ICE SIMSCAPEBLOCK
component var_conduction < foundation.thermal.branch
% Conditional Conductive Heat Transfer
% Works as normal conductive heat transfer block, but can cut off conduction through the air
port.
% Use air to steer whether heat is to be transfered or not.
inputs
air = {0,'1'}; %air:left
end
parameters
area = { 1e-4, 'm^2' };
% Area
thickness = { 0.1, 'm' };
% Thickness
th_cond = { 401, 'W/(m*K)' }; % Thermal conductivity
zero_C = {273.15, 'K'}; % 0 degrees celsius
end
function setup %#simple
% Parameter range checking
if area <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Area'),
end
if thickness <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Thickness')
end
if th_cond <= 0
pm_error('simscape:GreaterThanZero','Thermal conductivity')
end
end
equations
if air == 2
Q == area * th_cond * T /thickness/inf;
elseif air == 1
Q == area * th_cond* (A.T-zero_C)/thickness;
else
Q == area * th_cond * T /thickness;
end
end
end
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APPENDIX D: CODE FOR AIR PROPERTIES AND
CONVECTION COEFF
function alpha_ut =air_flow_paramters(t_ute,H,vel)
k_air = (-2*10^-8)*t_ute^2+(8.1*10^-5)*t_ute+0.0241;
v_air = (4.2*10^-10)*t_ute^2+(1.17*10^-7)*t_ute+(1.33*10^-5);
my_air = (-6*10^-11)*t_ute^2+(4.9*10^-8)*t_ute+(1.72*10^-5);
cp = 1006;
beta = 1/(t_ute+273.15);
pr = my_air*cp/k_air;
if vel == 0
disp('Natural convection Outside')
delta_t = 40;
gr = 9.81*beta*delta_t*H^3/v_air^2;
if 10^4<gr*pr<10^8
alpha_ut = k_air/H*0.56*(gr*pr)^(1/4);
disp('Laminar flow')
disp(['alpha_ut: ' num2str(alpha_ut)])
elseif 10^8<gr*pr<10^12
alpha_ut = k_air/H*0.13*(gr*pr)^(1/3);
disp('Turbulent flow')
disp(['alpha_ut: ' num2str(alpha_ut)])
else
disp('error in gr*pr')
end
return
else
re = vel*H/v_air;
disp('Forced Convection Outside')
if re<10^5 && pr >= 0.6
disp('Laminar flow of moving air')
alpha_ut = k_air/H*0.664*re^(1/2)*pr^(1/3);
disp(['alpha_ut: ' num2str(alpha_ut)])
elseif 5*10^5<re<10^7 && 0.6<pr && pr<60
alpha_ut = k_air/H*0.037*re^(4/5)*pr^(1/3);
disp(['alpha_ut: ' num2str(alpha_ut)])
else
disp('error in re or pr')
disp(['re: ' num2str(re) ' pr: ' num2str(pr)])
end
return
end
Code for interpolation of PI values to be scheduled
function sched = PI_sched();
vel = [0 5 10 15 20 25];
PI = [
42.01 45.94 49.28 58.28 65.83 68.023;
0.101 0.2524 0.3711 0.523 0.65 0.75;
];
query = (0:1:25);
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Pinter = interp1(vel,PI(1,:),query);
Iinter = interp1(vel,PI(2,:),query);
sched = [];
sched(1,:)=Pinter;
sched(2,:)=Iinter;
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APPENDIX E: CODE FOR VCLOSE CALCULATION
function V = fcn(a,b,T_ute, R1, R_ut, R_emit)
ref_ute = 273.15+5;
ref = R1/R_ut*(ref_ute-T_ute)+R1/R_emit*(ref_ute^4-T_ute^4)+ref_ute;
gamma1 = 1;
gamma2 = 1;
theta = 3/4*pi;
a = ref-a;
b = ref_ute-b;
P = [sin(theta)^2+gamma2*cos(theta)^2 (1-gamma2)*cos(theta)*sin(theta);
(1-gamma2)*cos(theta)*sin(theta) sin(theta)^2+gamma2*cos(theta)^2;];
V = [a b]*gamma1*P*[a;b;];
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APPENDIX F: CODE FOR HEATER REFERENCE
CALC.
function ref = fcn(T_ute, R1, R_ut, R_emit)
ref_ute = 273.15+5;
ref = R1/R_ut*(ref_ute-T_ute)+R1/R_emit*(ref_ute^4-T_ute^4)+ref_ute;
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APPENDIX F: CODE FOR HEATER REFERENCE
CALC.
%% Parameters for wall heat transfer
%%Modell constants
kel2cel = 273.15;
%[K], conversion coefficient
T_ute = 273.15-5;
%[K], start temperature for simulation
t_ute = T_ute-273.15;
%[Cel], start temperature in Celsius
ref_ute = 5+kel2cel;
%[Cel], wanted reference for Outer Lens
roof_control = 24*24;
%[V^2], square of max input voltage
velocity = 0;
%[m/s], simulation velocity
%%Dimensions of the lens%%
L_lens = 0.004;
%[m], Distance from generator to outside lens
A_lens = 0.542*0.195;
%[m^2], Area lens 0.2m*0.46m
H = 0.542;
%[m], characteristic length, along the airflow
%%material properties Polycarbonate%%
density = 1200;
%[kg/m^3], Density of lens material (Polycarbonate)
k = 0.195;
%[W/(m*K)], Thermal conductivity lens material
cp = 1250;
%[J/kg*K], Specific heat capacity lens material
M = L_lens*A_lens*density; %[kg], Mass of lens
c0 = cp*M/2;
% Thermal capacity of lens material section
emis_lens = 0.9;
% emissivity of lens material
%%material properties Ni-chrome
%http://www.matweb.com/search/datasheet.aspx?MatGUID=b1ea811c690b4ab99f03cf498bdee
0a2
density_wire = 8400;
%[kg/m^3], density of Ni_chrome
k_wire = 11.3;
%[W/(m*K)], Thermal conductivity wire
cp_wire = 460;
%[J/kg*K], Specific heat capacity Wire
L_wire = 542/5*0.195;
%[m], wire length needed
r_wire = 0.0005;
%[m], radius wire
A_wire = r_wire^2*pi;
%[m^2], cross Area wire
A_wire_con = r_wire*pi*L_wire;
%[m^2] contact area wire
M_wire = L_wire*A_wire*density_wire; %[kg]; Mass of Wire
c_wire = cp_wire*M_wire;
%[J/K]
emis_wire = 0.7;
% emissivity of wire material
%%Material properties Ice
[density_ice,cp_ice,k_ice]=ice_parameters(t_ute);
M_ice = 0.025;
%[kg], measurement from Stefan
l_ice = M_ice/(A_lens*density);
%[m], thickness of layer on lens,
c_ice = cp_ice*M_ice;
%[J/K]
emis_ice = 0.97;
%wikipedia
e_start = c_ice*(T_ute)/1000;
%[kJ]
e2raise = c_ice*(kel2cel-T_ute)/1000; %[kJ]
e2melt = 333*M_ice;
%[kJ]
e0 = e2raise+e_start;
%[kJ]
disp(['current energy level ice: ' num2str(c_ice*T_ute/1000) ' kJ'])
disp(['energy to raise till 0: ' num2str(e2raise) ' kJ'])
disp(['energy level at 0: ' num2str(e0) ' kJ'])
disp(['energy to melt the ice: ' num2str(e2melt) ' kJ'])
%Convection coefficient
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alpha_in = air_parameters(t_ute,H);
%convection coefficient inside headlight
boltz = 5.67e-8;
%Stefan-Boltzmann constant for radiation
alpha_rad_wire = boltz*emis_wire;
%radiation coefficient for the Wire
alpha_rad_lens = boltz*emis_lens;
%radiation coefficient for the Lens
alpha_rad_ice = boltz*emis_ice;
%radiation coefficient for the Ice
%%Thermal Resistances and Capacitances%%
R_in_wire = 1/(alpha_in*A_wire_con);
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance heater part
R_in_lens = 1/(alpha_in*(A_lens-A_wire_con));
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance convection
inner Lens
R1 = L_lens/(k*A_lens);
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance conductive parts Lens
R_ice = l_ice/(k_ice*A_lens);
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance of Ice
R_wire = 2*r_wire/(k_wire*A_wire_con);
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance of Wire
R_emit = 1/(A_lens*emis_lens*boltz);
%Thermal resistance of radiative losses Lens
R = 2.6;
%Resistance needed to keep same W/m2 as Trucklite at 24
volts
%%Schedule creator, Smith predictor
fastnum = zeros(6,6);
fastden = zeros(6,6);
delaynum = zeros(6,6);
delayden = zeros(6,6);
count = 1;
for velocity = 0:5:25
alpha_ut = air_flow_paramters(t_ute,H,velocity);
R_ut = 1/(alpha_ut*A_lens);
%[s*K/J], Thermal Resistance convection outer
Lens
ref = R1/R_ut*(ref_ute-T_ute)+R1/R_emit*(ref_ute^4-T_ute^4)+ref_ute;
% Heater
reference for roughly 5 celsius on outer
[fnum,fden,dnum,dden] = smith();
fastnum(count,:) = fnum;
fastden(count,:) = fden;
delaynum(count,:) = dnum;
delayden(count,:) = dden;
count = count+1;
end
%%%Interpolation so that simulation can go for the speed rounded
x = (0:5:25);
sample = {x,x};
query = {(0:1:25),x};
fnuminter = griddedInterpolant(sample,fastnum);
fdeninter = griddedInterpolant(sample,fastden);
dnuminter = griddedInterpolant(sample,delaynum);
ddeninter = griddedInterpolant(sample,delayden);
fnum = fnuminter(query);
fden = fdeninter(query);
dnum = dnuminter(query);
dden = ddeninter(query);
schedule.fnum = fnum;
schedule.fden = fden;
schedule.dnum = dnum;
schedule.dden = dden;
save('schedule','-struct','schedule');
disp('Schedule created and saved in schedule.mat')
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Smith function code called in the script above
function [fnum,fden,dnum,dden] = smith();
%%%Function that calculates the delayed and undelayed transferfunctions for
%%%the heater
mdl = 'liner';
open_system(mdl); %Opens plant model
linsys = linearize(mdl,'liner/Ice_unswitched'); %linearizes the model
close_system(mdl);
%%%from the linearization the delayed and undelayed functions are gotten
sys = tf(linsys);
[m,~] = size(sys.Numerator);
fast = sys(1,1);
delay = sys(m-1,1);
%%%delayed and undelayed polynomials saved for return
fnum = fast.Numerator{1};
fden = fast.Denominator{1};
dnum = delay.Numerator{1};
dden = delay.Denominator{1};
end
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APPENDIX F: GRAPHS FROM FIRST SIMULATION

Figure 45 Outer surface temperatures at
0m/s and varying outside temperatures
using API method

Figure 46 Outer surface temperatures at
0m/s and varying outside temperatures
using SPI method

Table 14 API and SPI performance at 0m/s and outside temperature of -8C
Rise Time:
Settling Time:
Overshoot:
Static error:
De-icing Time:

API
189s
N/As
20%
0
205s

Figure 47 Outer surface temperatures at
12m/s and varying outside temperatures
using API method

SPI
178s
210s
1.5%
0
189s

Figure 48 Outer surface temperatures at
12m/s and varying outside temperatures
using SPI method
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Table 15 API and SPI performance at 12m/s and -8C
Rise Time:
Settling Time:
Overshoot:
Static error:
De-icing Time:

API
187s
303s
11%
0
207s

SPI
159s
537s
0.4%
0
177s

Figure 50 Outer surface temperatures at
23m/s and varying outside temperatures
using SPI method

Figure 49 Outer surface temperatures at
23m/s and varying outside temperatures
using API method

Table 16 API and SPI performance at 23m/s and -8C
Rise Time:
Settling Time:
Overshoot:
Static error:
De-icing Time:

API
222s
540s
0%
0
235s
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SPI
209s
N/A
0%
0
221s

APPENDIX I: GRAPHS FROM SECOND SIMULATION
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